Hey, sweet moms!
I’m so glad that you’ve shown interest in learning about Single Mom Side Hustles!
While most of you are single moms, I’ve had some other moms who’ve reached out to
be included in this group as well. Anyone looking for vetted side hustles that blend with
a busy mom’s life is welcome to join us. These days we can all use a little extra, am I
right?
I’ve been a side hustler since before side hustling was cool, lol. Even though I have a
full time job, I wasn’t always in the most reliable situation and have made it a habit to
always have not only a back-up plan, but extra money coming in—just in case. Right
now, I work full time and get side income from writing for an online magazine and
helping others format their books for self-publishing. Do I make a killing? No. But who
couldn’t use $200-300 extra each month? That’s about what I’m doing consistently
without putting a ton of time into it.
Maybe that’s what you’re hoping for as well. Or, bigger opportunities that lead to steady
income. Beyond these side hustles, I have many others that I’ve used to make money
before or are working on to build an income source from now. I plan to share all of them
with you.
For now, this Single Mom Side Hustle will be through a newsletter only. I won’t have a
dedicated website to it, but will put links to any resources I mention on the Single Mom
Side Hustle page of my website. Feel free to share this with any moms you know that
are looking for side hustles by forwarding this email or sending them to sign up for the
newsletter here.

I want you to know a few things up front:
1. All of the programs that I share with you will either be opportunities that I’ve
personally used to make money, or ones that I have fully vetted.
2. Some of the online programs that I share will be programs that I’m an affiliate in.
That means that I help promote their program to people who follow me through
things like this newsletter or on social media, and make money for doing so. I
won’t promote anything that I don’t personally believe in, or personally want to do
myself.
3. Some of these opportunities begin as courses that will have a cost. I’ll choose
ones that are on the lower end of the cost spectrum. But, keep in mind that
learning a new skill to be able to work on your own schedule from home is
valuable. And the people that offer the classes also offer ongoing support. They
are tested in the marketplace and work.
Which brings me to the first opportunity:
Becoming a Pinterest online Virtual Assistant
I’ve been looking into this for months because I’m so fascinated by it and want to do it
myself. I have personally spoken face-to-face with Kristin and Gina—the women who
started this course from scratch and are teaching others to do it because they know it’s
a great way to make money. They want you to succeed. They want to help you along
the way. And they don’t want you to put yourself in a financial pinch to learn what they
teach. This is one of the best values for the money I’ve seen in an online course that
teaches you how to set yourself up to make money within 30 days. I hope you’ll look
into it. And if you have any questions, or are simply nervous about it, email me. I’m
happy to answer any questions that I can.
This is what Kristin and Gina had to say:
We’re stoked to bring the Become a Pinterest VA TODAY! course back to market next
month!
This will be our 5th launch in total - we introduced the course on Black Friday last year,
revamped and brought it back to market in January, added new content (including super
actionable workbooks) for April’s launch and did a little 2-day flash sale to our waitlist
only in June.
We’re working HARD behind-the-scenes to make this the most actionable and
comprehensive Pinterest VA course ever (as far as we know, it’s still the only one of its
kind that exists!) - in fact, I convinced Kristin that we need to share all of her Pinterest
technical training secrets this time around.
So now anyone with a little Pinterest experience and a lot of eagerness to learn can

enroll and launch a successful Pinterest virtual assistant or manager business.
From scratch.
In a month or less.
So if your audience loves Pinterest, is looking for a new side hustle (or career) and has
the willingness and aptitude to learn a new skill from scratch and market their new biz,
our course is for them!
I can see the value in it, because as a writer I know how much time it takes to put my
stuff out on social media—I can barely keep up! But because of my other side hustles
growing at the moment, and the fact that I’m trying to finish writing a book by the end of
the year (eek!), I don’t have time to dedicate to taking this class right now. Still, I plan to
do it down the road, and see a huge value in what it can offer as a side hustle. In fact, I
hope to be in a position in the next year to either take the course myself and train some
Pinterest VA’s or hire one who’s taken the course.
I don’t want you to miss out if you need a side hustle now rather than later because they
only open enrollment for a few days at a time. If you miss out, or can’t decide if it’s for
you, it’s not the end of the world—they typically have another class in 2-3 months. But,
the next sign up date is coming up fast. I’m going to share more details tomorrow. But, if
you want to learn more right now, check out this blog post from one of the makers of the
course, Kristin Larsen. She’s a mom of young kids who started out blogging about
budgets and soon found this Pinterest VA niche taking off.
Already interested? I would strongly recommend you go over and get on their waiting
list today. I’m not kidding when I say this opportunity passes by quickly. If you’re not
sure you’ll remember to do it during the 4 day sign-up window, secure your chance now
while you’re still considering all the options.
Happy looooong weekend to you!
Hugs,

